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FACEBOOK PROFILE REQUIREMENTS FOR FORTFS REWARDS PROGRAM
PARTICIPANTS
1. All Facebook profiles are thoroughly examined for compliance with the conditions
specified in the next paragraph
2. Facebook profile requirements:
- Timeline of the profile must be public
(https://www.facebook.com/settings?tab=privacy&view: go to your Privacy section,
select Your Activity subsection, the “Who can see your future posts?” section should
be switched to “Public”)
- A profile should have at least 250 friends
- Personal profile should not have a hidden list of friends
(https://www.facebook.com/settings?tab=privacy&view: go to your Privacy section,
select Your Activity subsection, the “Who can see your friend list?” section should be
switched to “Public”)
- All profiles must be authentic and belong exclusively to the participants and not to
third parties
- Profiles must not be bots / multi-profiles / fake profiles / closed profiles / farm
profiles
- One client of the company is not allowed to participate and perform tasks from
several profiles
- Participating profiles must be created 90 days prior to the promotion or earlier
- The Facebook profile of the participant and his registered FortFS account should
match the following data:
a. The country indicated in the personal profile and the country of registration of
the FortFS account
b. Participant's gender
c. Age
d. Surname
e. One of the participant's names (if there are 2 or more)
- The posts shared specifically for participating in tasks should not be deleted within
30 days
- The number of shared posts from any social network communities in the
participant’s news feed should not exceed 1 per day
- In case if a participating Facebook profiles does not meet one or more of the
aforementioned conditions conditions, such an account will not be allowed to
participate
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